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50 Carbonless duplicate sets sequentially numbered. Copy (bottom page) perforated. Fully

laminated front and back covers. Back cover folds over to prevent bleed through between sets.

Durable plasticoil spiral binding allows notebooks to lay flat. Cover contains most up-to-date

Periodic Table. Table of Contents page and How to Keep a Laboratory Notebook guidelines

included.

Spiral-bound: 50 pages

Publisher: Hayden Mcneil Pub (September 1, 2013)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 1930882238

ISBN-13: 978-1930882232

Product Dimensions:  0.8 x 9 x 10.2 inches

Shipping Weight: 13.6 ounces (View shipping rates and policies)

Average Customer Review:     4.5 out of 5 stars       85 customer reviews

Best Sellers Rank: #2,000 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #11 inÃ‚Â Books > Science & Math >

Chemistry > General & Reference   #13 inÃ‚Â Books > Textbooks > Science & Mathematics >

Chemistry

Hayden-McNeil Student Laboratory Research Notebooks are the leading selling duplicating

notebooks in the United States and Canada. They are adopted by more than 80% of the leading

colleges and universities including every campus of the prestigious Ivy League beginning in the Fall

of 2001. More copies of these notebooks are in use presently than the combined sales of the

leading Organic and General Chemistry textbooks combined.

Developed by the leading publisher of this genre of duplicating laboratory notebooks. First

introduced in 1992, the publisher has sold millions to date.

I did not notice but this is a top flip over lab manual not a side bound but whatever, it still got the job

done

Came in new but corners were a little bent



This a a great lab notebook if you need to turn in a copy of your lab reports but you also want to

keep a copy for yourself. It is really durable and very well made. The periodic table on the inside is

also great to have on hand.I gave it four stars only because I was frustrated that you could only tear

out the carbon copy. The original pages are not perforated so you end up making quite a mess if

you try to tear those out.Overall, this is a great product though. I have used this notebook for several

chemistry courses and I love it. Highly Recommended!

Used it for a semester. Plenty of space, appropriate blanks to fill in information, and the carbon

sheets pick up your strokes well enough. Can't complain.

The only reason I gave it 4 star rating because the carbon paper underneath loose tension with the

first paper and slips and then miswrite on the second copy. It's oki is not a huge deal just a little

minor bug. Plus this is pricey :( for high school student anyways. The structure of the quality is great

but you better keep sturdy! It can easily tear if you don't take care of it then go waste your money!

and school work of course!

I ordered this for my Chem 145 class and it came very quickly. I was excited to know that it wasn't

harmed in any way and came in two days (faster than what I was expecting!)

I like the book overall and it did what it was supposed to do. I was able to use it for multiple classes

which I liked because it saved me money.

It looked very nice.
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